Abstract. In this research, 600 young women who come from South Fujian area was chosen for measurement, 15 measuring body variables were chosen and 13 derived variables were calculated. Then classification analysis was used to classify the figure type separately by the upper body and the lower body. Then this paper subdivided the upper body of young woman's figure type into 5 kinds, the lower body into 4 kinds. Finally, values of intermediate of every type and stepping number values of every measurement are calculated through regression analysis.So the database of clasification of figure type and data of young woman of South Fujian area was established.
Introduction
Nowadays, following by the improvement of people's life standard, apparel's fitness has been widely considered as an important indicator affecting clothing's appearance and comfort. The intention of body shape classification is providing the basis for the clothing's style and structure design, and it will greatly affect the fitness of clothing products. Our country is still using the old national standard of garment size; body data of this standard come from last century 90's anthropometric data [1] . However, the standard now can not truly reflect the characteristics of somatotype in china. Therefore, it is necessary to improve the apparel size database by using more reasonable shape classification method [2] .
Human Body's Measurement Data Collection Experiment
In the experiment, 600 South Fujian female university students at the age of 18~ 23 are measured. This study uses the manual measurement method, in order to make the scale unified and data accurate, special groups of measurers are designated to take the measurement experiment. Testees all wore thin underwear, remain stationary and natural upright when measuring. Martin measuring instrument s and measuring reels are used in the manual measurement.
This study selected 15 human representative measurement parts, which can cover all main control parts of the whole body. They were: height, chest circumference, waist circumference, hip circumference, shoulder width, shoulder angle, neck circumference, front waist length, back waist length, upper body length, lower body length, chest horizontal length, hip horizontal length and hip height, length between hip and waist.
Analysis of Body Shape Clustering
In current national standard of apparel size, the human body shapes are divided into 4 categories. And the standard can not really reflect the size differences between human bodies [3] . Meanwhile we try to divide human shape more in detail, so this study attempts to classify the upper and lower human body separately. This research takes derived variables which can reflect human body's horizontal and vertical changes and other relevant variables as the reference index for body shape's classification. These derived variables are calculated through important controlling parts of the body. These derived variables are shown in table 1. 
The Body Shape Cluster Analysis
Using single factor variance analysis through SPSS statistical software, each derived variables of the upper body is inspected and analyzed separately with the key parts of upper body，upper body length, chest circumference and waist circumference. Table 2 shows F value and significance level of the single factor analysis of variance. Synthesis results show that: the variable R3 is significant with chest circumference and waist circumference [4] , and close to be significant with upper body length, significant effect is better than the other four indicators; the variable R7 is significant with the upper body and waist circumference, and close to be significant with chest circumference. So this research takes these 2 variables as indicators to cluster analysis. Table 3 gives the K-MEANS cluster analysis, the index terminate clustering center and sample proportion when samples are divided into 3, 4, 5, 6 kinds. After comparing the results when samples are divided into different categories, we find out that the result that samples are divided into 5 categories, difference between each two categories show adjacent to clear and uniform. So the young female body shape is divided into 5 categories. They are indicated withⅠ、Ⅱ、Ⅲ、Ⅳ、Ⅴ.
By using the same method with upper body, the synthesis results show the significant effect of R9 and R8 are better than the other four indicators, so take these 2 variables as indicators for clustering analysis. And the young female lower body shape is divided into 4 categories. They are indicated with A,B,C,D, and the classification results are in 
Determination of Intermediate Type Values and Stepping Values of Each Measurement Parts

Determination of Intermediate Type Values of Each Measurement Parts
Filtering out sample body with each figure types of the upper and lower body, we can obtain 7 data files. Take the mean values of anthropometric data as the final values intermediates body type, for the consideration of the convenience of data application, some simplifications were done to the data, the results are in Table 5 
Determination of Stepping Values of Each Body Shape
In this research, the stepping number of the three basic control of parts of the body (body height, chest and waist) will be smaller than the current standard of 5 • 4 series, we consider 2.5• 2 series. So, values of each measurement parts can be calculated by simple or duality linear regression with body height and chest circumference, mathematical model of regression is: y = α x1+ β x2+ γ . So as long as we get the stepping values of basic parts of human body,we can calculate each measurement parts' stepping values [5] .So, the stepping values of each part=α*stepping values of height+β*stepping value of chest。Results are simplified as shown in 
Conclusion
Using SPSS statistical analysis software to analyze the measuring data, through the single factor analysis of variance, upper and lower body indexes were obtained, and further through K-MEANS quick cluster, the youth female upper and lower body are respectively divided into 5 and 4 categories respectively, Finally, the stepping value and intermediate type values can provide a powerful data support for young woman's clothing production enterprises.
